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212 (D)  the Shoshone; and

213 (E)  the Goshute;

214 (c)  one beehive that is shaded legacy gold that:

215 (i)  contains six hive sections with a small semicircle removed from the center of the

216 base of the lowest section;

217 (ii)  is placed within the circles described in Subsection (3)(b); and

218 (iii)  represents:

219 (A)  Utah's identity as "the Beehive State"; and

220 (B)  industry; and

221 (d)  one regular, five-pointed star that:

222 (i)  is shaded mountain white;

223 (ii)  is located below the center of the beehive described in Subsection (3)(c);

224 (iii)  is spaced so that the upper point of the star is located near the removed semicircle

225 described in Subsection (3)(c)(ii) but not on an even plane with the bottom of the beehive;

226 (iv)  is oriented so that one point faces upward; and

227 (v)  represents:

228 (A)  Utah's statehood in the United States of America, dating to Utah's joining the union

229 in 1896; and

230 (B)  Utah's star on the flag of the United States of America  ����ºººº .  [; and

231 (e)  the dates corresponding to the 125th anniversary of Utah's statehood, 1896-2021.] »»»»����

232 (4) (a)  In any place where the state flag of Utah is displayed out of doors on public

233 grounds, the governmental entity responsible for the display of the state flag of Utah may

234 display the commemorative state flag in the manner described in Subsection (4)(b) during the

235 2021 calendar year.

236 (b)  When displaying the commemorative state flag under Subsection (4)(a), the

237 governmental entity displaying the flag shall place the commemorative state flag directly under

238 the state flag of Utah.

239 Section 7.  Section 63I-2-236 is amended to read:

240 63I-2-236.   Repeal dates -- Title 36.

241 [Section 36-29-105 is repealed on December 31, 2020.]

242 The following sections regarding the State Flag Task Force are repealed on January 1,


